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HOUSING- PBE2EBENCE3 1-llD POLICY IP KIBEHA, NAIROBI 

By 

Nelle Wo Temple 

ABSTa&CJ 

'This paper reports data on housing and housing preferences 
gathered in a random sample surrey of adults living in Etherâ , 
Nairobi in June=Juiy 1972e Firsts brief background information 
on the Kibera settlement is give% together with description of 
Old Kibera housing and the three recent National Housing Corporation 
estates which are the first stage in the eventual total redevelops 
meat of the area® Secondlŷ  the sociological characteristics 
of owner~related and tenant~related adult residents of Old and New 
Kibera are summarised© Thirdlŷ  their responses to various questions 
on housing preferences (eogoj willingness to pay higher rent9 
whether they could afford to buj a house in a new estate9 the 
preferred design*, location and facilities of housings, whether 
they would prefer renting or buying) are analysed in terms of 
some characteristics that might influence preferences0 Fourthly9 
the impact of redevelopment at Kibera is considered in terms of 
the number and types of people who are likely to be displaced and the 
equity of various ways of dealing -with resettlement of the Nubian 
and the poorer tenan. population The principal conclusion 
is that a large number of low-income people are likely to be more 
ill-housed after the redevelopment than before s even though many 
of them would be willing to pay the economic rent of decent 
low-cost permanent-quality aeeommodationc Public housing agencies 
should compensate for the demolition of low-income housing (when it makes 
way for middlê income housing)by replacing it with units of £500»19000 
either at Kibera or exsewhexc in Nairobî  so that the city is not left 
with a bigger housing shortfalls relative to demand9 than before 
the redevelopment pr©gram9 The survey results axe presented in detail 
in the tables for the benefit of other researchers and policy-makers0 



HOUSING- PREFERENCES ANL POLICY IN KIBERA, NAIROBI 

Prom a random sample survey of the adult population of 
Kibera, Nairobi , carried out in June-August 1972, data are available 
on the housing stock in Kibera, the sociological characteristics 
of Kibera residents and households, and the housing preferences of 
the Kibera residents0 This paper will summarise these findings 
and briefly explore their implications for housing policy in Nairobio 

BACKGROUND ON KIBERA 

The data reported in this paper come from a random sample 
1 

cf 418 adults living in the area of Kibera bounded by the 1928 City 
boundary on the north and east, the Nairobi Dam and Mutoini River 
on the south and the Ngong Road Forest, Jamhuri Park and the Kibera 

lo The sample was drawn in the following manner„ Maps of all 
of Kibera, old and new, were drawn from on-the-ground observation 
and up-to-date aerial photographs in May-June 19720 Each separate 
residential building (detached structure) on the maps was numbered 
consecutively s A random number table was used to pick 178 houses 
from the approximately 1,300 buildings on the maps0 Of these 
buildings, 10 were not inhabited at present, and information was 
refused in 3o The remaining 165 houses were mapped for sampling 
of random third adults by listing all adults living in the building 
and using one of thirty different patterns of selecting random third 
adults from the list® Interviewers then returned to the building to 
interview the individuals chosen0 Out of 460 individuals selected by 
this sampling method, 40 were not interviewed (refusals - 15 g unavailable-
13 °9 language difficulty-1; estimated interviews in 3 houses where 
information was refused-10)o Two interviews were not completed and 
have been omitted from the analysisd The sample size for analysis 
is 418, representing a 91% completion rate (allowing only 4 substitutions). 
Interviews were conducted in 105 buildings in Old Kibera, 28 buildings 
in Salama, 23 buildings on the Hill, and 9 buildings (houses) in New 
Kibera Village <> Note Chat the sample is a random sample of Kibera 
adults (age 16 and o,er), not a sample of household heads or households® 
Of the interviews 82; i?ere in Swahili, 14$ in English, and 4$ in tribal 
languages m̂ostly iiuo )0 

In the structures in our sample, the average number of house-
holds per building was 3o9 in Old Kibera and 2o0 in New Kibera<, 
Old Kibera houses averaged 7o7 adults per building and 2o0 adults per 
households New Kibera houses average 5o3 adults per building and 206 
adults per household (in New Kibera Village each house was counted 
separately, while in Salama and the Hill sem±=detached houses were 
counted together as one building rather than as separate houses)9 
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Railway Station on the wests This is an area of approximately 820 
acresi This area includes ten c-villages5 of housing in temporary 
materials? totalling some 920 separate buildingse Approximately 
two-thirds of these buildings have been erected by Nubians who are 
descendants of Sudanese soldiers who were given Kibera residence 
permits between 1912 and 1934® The rest have been built since 1956 
by 9 squatters % mostly Kikuyu and Kamba, who live on the outlying 
fringes of Kibera near the Nairobi Dam or on the lower slopes of the 
Mutoini Hiver Valley* The area also includes three housing estates 
built by the National Housing Corporation (NoHoCo) or the Ministry 
of Health and Housing since 1963® The first of these estates, called 
Salama by the local residents, was built and occupied in several phases 
in 1963-64? 1967-68, and 1969-19T0o It consists of about 180 houses, 
most of which are detached or semi-detached 3—6 room 83wahili-typ'fcs 
houses with an interior, open courtyard, built on 70® x 50® plots® The 
second estatej an aided, self—help scheme, has been built in phases 
between 1970 and 19720 It will be called the sHillB in this report 
because of its location on a prominert hilltope In June-July 1972 
it consisted of 204 houses,, with 6 others under construction The 
Kill houses are detached or semi-detached 3-5 room houses of more 
conventional design, with a small back garden rather than a courtyard 
on plots of approximately 709 x 40 °o The third estate. New Kibera 
Tillage, built in 1971=72, was only half-completed and one-third-
occupied by August 1972, although eventually it will be composed 
of 216 unitso This estate consists of clusters of adjoining courtyard 
houses of 4-6 rooms on 40® 8" x 40® 8" plots® There are also a few 
blocks of houses in Salama which belong to the Ministry of Works 
and are used for employee housing6 

In; Old Kibera, that is the housing areas in temporary 
materials, even the Nubian plot=holders do net have title to the 
land on which their homes are builts The Kenya Government is the 
owner of the Kibera land® Within the next decade, the Government, 
through the National Housing Corporation, plans to redevelop the whole 
of Old Kibera into new housing estates and shopping areas in 
permanent building materials» Registered Nubian owners of houses 
erected under the permits of 1912=1934 may receive compensation when 
their houses are demolished and/or they may receive preference in 
allocation or terms of purchase for NJloCc houses in New Klbera* The 
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compensation is set by the Nairobi Provincial Commissioner and the 
local administration and may be applied to the deposit on the house® 
Nubians may be given up to one year to pay the balance of the deposit 
before they begin regular monthly payments ® Kibera Nubians are given 
preference in allocation of N<>H0Co houses in New Kibera before 
othei tplications are considered̂  but they must make the same payments 
as others with the exception of installment terms for the deposit» 
It is anticipated that the Government will take responsibility for 
resettling the non-Nubian squatters elsewhere, perhaps in rural 
settlement schemes, at the time of redevelopmento The tenants 
living in Old Kibera, who are a majority of the population, are 
not likely to receive any official aid in relocating themselves after 
demolition of their present quarters® 

The new estates, depending on the purchase price of the houses, 
have been offered either on a 20-year purchase basis (Salama, 
the Hill) financed directly by the National Housing Corporation, or 
on a 15-year mortgage basis (New Kibera Village) financed by the 
Housing Finance Company of Kenya® In Salama, the price of the 
houses has been £470-2,135$ with a 10-15$ deposit required and 
nomal monthly repayments of shs 62=291® Only 52 houses, ail built 
in 1963-64, cost less than £1,150 and have monthly payments under shslTO 
On the Hill prices have been £1,150-1,475, with a deposit of about 
1% and monthly repayments of shsl70-217® In Hew Kibera Village, prices 
are £1,850-2,4709 with a deposit of about 12 s 5$ and monthly repayments 
of shs332-443« Current rental prices in these estates are twice to 
three times the monthly payments, calculated on a per room basis® 
As can be guessed from these figures, the population of New Kibera 
is predominantly middle - - .fricanso 

Although the Kibera population is not strictly representative 
of the Nairobi African population as a whole, especially because of 
the strong presence of the Uubians, it is one of the most varied 
neighbourhoods *n Nairobi in tribal compositions, income distribution̂  
housing types sjaci tenancy statuso It was therefore appealing as 
an arena for a small- study of housing preference within a diverse 
population Also the presence of traditional housing as well as 
three types of modern housing in. the area meant that many people had 
seen and experienced different materials and layouts and thus were 
better equipped to state their preferences than if they had not had 
this first-hand information® 
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HOUSING STOCK IN KIBERA BT 1972 

Housing in Old Kibera must be built in "temporary" materials 
by law® Since the Government has been planning to redevelop the area 
since the Carter land Commission of 1933-34;, the local administration 
has been instructed not to allow erection of permanent buildings, with 
the exception of the mosque and madrasa (Koran school) s Tims 95% 
cf the buildings inhabited by our sample of adults in Old Kibera 
?/ere built with temporary wall materials? mud and wattle, mud and 
wattle finished with plaster̂  mud bricks or timberc One building had 
walls of concrete blocks, and the other \% used a combination of the 
above materials,, 90^ of the mud or timber buildings had earth floorst 
8% had plastered earth floors, and Zfo had concrete floors» 955® of 
buildings in Old Kibera had roofs of pounded debes, scrap metal, 
or corrugated iron sheets, of grass thatcn and of other 
materials« Thus the typical building in Old Kibera has an earthen 
floor, a metal roof, vralls of mud and wattle construction, and 
consists of five rooms® 

The interviewers were asked to give a general opinion of the 
condition of the building as compared to the average, structurally 
sound building of its type e In this evaluation, we found that 9% 
of our Old Kibera respondents live in good quality buildings, 35% 
in average quality buildings 54/̂  in poor quality buildings. From 
observation of housing in Kioera, I would say that the oest quality 
buildings are usually Nubian family homes which have plastered and 
painted walls, a carefully laid c;,nc_ te floor, roofing of new iron 
sheets snd a ceiling* Some of these homes have electricity and a 
telephones The nicest of them are quite lovely, with exterior land-
scaping, and would probably cost about shsl5,000-20,000 to builds 
The owners of these houses often complain about the restriction on 
building in permanent materials, because they would prefer to build 
a stone house <> Most of the tenant housing is of the typical type 
described earlier* The poorest quality housing in both materials and 
construction is found in the squatter areas and is inhabited by the 
squatters and their tenants® 

Public utilities in Old Kibera are minimal® To my knowledge? 
all homes in Old Kibera rely on pit latrines or other such methods of 
waste disposal« Ho home has inside water, though there are about 
twenty water kiosks supplying the area with city water sold by the 
debe® The mosque and a few shops, clubs and homes of wealthy 
individuals in the central area of Old Kibera have had electricity 
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installed, and there are also a few telephones® In general, people 
buy water by the debe, store it in big drums in the home, rely on 
kerosene lanterns for light and pit latrines for waste disposal® 
The roads are murrain. and of poor quality since neither the 
Government, the City Council, nor the residents accepts responsibility 
for maintaining taea. 

The housing in New Kibera is of permanent quality in conformity 
with the Grade 1 City Council building bylaws , Floors and court-
yards are of cement, walls are of concrete Clocks, and roofs are 
of corrugated iron or asbestos sheets or tiles® Each home has 
internal water points and a water-borne sewerage system® All are 
supplied with electricity and several have been successful in getting 
telephones installed® Roads are tarmac and street lights have been 
provided® 

WHO OCCUPIES HOUSING IN KIBERA ? 

In this section, we will look first at the characteristics 
of adult residents of owner households and adult residents of 
tenant and servant households in Old Kibera and in the new housing 
estates® Tables 1 and II summarise the data on the individuals in 
each of these four categories in terms of their relationship to the 
household head, marital status, sex, tribe, religion, length of 
residence in household siae, number of rooms their household 

2 
occupies , monthly household income, education, occupation, residence 
of wife or wives, age and number of areas of Nairobi lived in® 
Rather than restate all of these data in words, this commentary 
will note the more general and interesting observations® I 
have presented most tables in detail in case they are of interest 
or of use to other researchers© 

In 1972, JOfo of Kibera adults lived in Old Kibera and 30% 
in New Kibera housing estates® Of the total adult population of 
Kibera, one-quarters: were owners or plot-holders and their 
relatives in New and Old Kibera, one-half vrere tenants and 

2® We counted each bedroom, sitting room and kitchen as a 
separate room in the survey® 
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their relatives in Old Kibera, and one—quarter were tenants and 
their relatives in Hew Kit-era-, The total adult population of 
Kibera is in the range of 9»000-10,000, with more than 7,000 
adults in Old Kibera and more than 2,000 adults in Hew Kibera, 
In the households of our respondents we found an average of *71 
children per adult overall, thus implying a total Kibera population 
of 15,500 to 17,000. 

In Old Kibera, there are striking differences among owner-
related and tenant-related adults on almost every sociological 
characteristic» This largely reflects the fn: s that the owner-
related population is roughly 70% Nubian Muslims who are life-
long residents of Kibera with their complete families , and for 
who*!i rents are as important a source of income as employment®̂  
Thus , compared to tenants* the owner-related individuals tend to 
include a smeller proportion of heads of household (52%) because 
there are more resident adult dependents, a larger proportion of 
divorced, widowed and separated partners (l5/-)» an equal sex ratio 
(even, slightly biased in favor of females), a large majority 
who have lived in Kibera longer than nine years, a higher proportion 
of illiterates with no education (44%), a very low proportion of 
individuals in wage employment (9%)$ a high proportion of married men 
with ell of their wives living in Nairobi (80%). & higher mean 
age (36®2 years) and a lower mean number of areas of Nairobi 
lived in (l«l areas)e The households that owner-related individual: 
live., in are larger, both in terms of people( an average of 6®6 
including children) and rooms (2o3 rooms), less crowded and have 
a more dispersed income distribution (33% of households have 
incomes under shs250 a month, 44% between shs250 and shs749 and 16% 
of shs750 and over)* 

3® The Nubians axe- all Kenya citizens, having been bom and 
raised in Kenya, though their grandfathers and great-grandfathers 
originated in the southern Sudan and were brought to Kenya as soldiers 
by the British® 
•4 s While only 12^ of Old Kibera Nubian adults ere in households 
whose income derives solely from rents, a total of S2%> are in household 
with some rental income and, overall, rents represent an average of 
48^ of their monthly household income* Thus approximately one-third 
of the tot el income of the Old Kibera Nubian community comes from rents 
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Tenant-related adults living in Old Kibera are 90$ Christians, 
with Iuo, Luhya, Kamba, and Kikuyu tenants comprising 85$ of the totals 
Of the tenant-related individuals, 63$ are household heads, men out-
number women by a proportion of 2 to 82$ have lived in Kibera eight 
years or less (that is, they have come since Independence), only 
23$ are illiterates with no education while 33$ have a complete 
primary education or more, 54$ are in wage employment, only 35$ of the 
married men have all of their wives living in Nairobi, their mean age 
is 31®7 years and they have lived, on the average, in ls9 areas 
of Nairobi© The households of tenant-related individuals almost 
invariably occupy one room, with an average household size of 3®7 people 
including children® Of their households 67?- have monthly incomes in the 
range of shs250 to shs749 ( a stable working = class wage)9 while 
21$ have less than shs250 a month, and 7$ shs'750 or mores, 

Ex New Kibera, the- of differences among owner-
and tenaat̂ related adults appear® These differences largely reflect 
the fact ti.at one-third of New Kibera resident owners are Nubians 
moved from demolished areas of Old Kibera® Nubians predominate among 
the less educated, less wealthy, non-employed owners in New Kibera® 
The owner-related adults include 56$ owner-heads-of-househoid and 11$ 
non-omer-heads-of-household (e®g® a married son living with his wife 
in a house owned, but not occupied, by his father)® Among the 
ovmer-related individuals, a high proportion (22$)are widowed, divorced, 
or separated (mostly Nubian women), ana the sex ratio is even® Most 
have either lived in Kibera over 27 years (30$ - Nubians) or under 
three years (59$- non-Nubians allocated houses on the Hill or in 
New Kibera Village)® There are high proportions both of illiterates 
with no education (30; } and of people with at least some secondary 
education (59$)® A similarly dispersed distribution of employment appears, 
with 52$ not employed, and 44$ employed in non-manual jobs* Of marriiedi 
male owners 3S,. had their wives living in Nairobi® The mean age 
of the owner-related sample was 35®1 years} and they had lived in an 
average of 2®3 acre as in Nairobi® Households of owner-related 
individuals living in New Kibera average 5*85 people including children, 
and occupied 3® 5 rooms® Two-thirds had household incomes in the range 
of shs750-5,000 a month® Only 7$ had household incomes under shs250 
per month® 
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Among tenants in New Kibera (including a few servants), 
63$ are heads of household and 40$ are unmarriedc The sex ratio is 
352 in favor of males <> Over 90$ of tenants are Christians, with the 
strongest tribal representation being Luos with 40$« My data does 
not provide any explanation for this over-representation of Luos- in 
the tenant population, since I do not have data on the tribal affiliation 
of non-resident owners of New Kibera houses nor on the manner in which 
tenants found their Kibera accommodationc Of the tenants 71$ had lived 
in Kibera less than three years, and another 26$ for three to eight 
yeart,e Only 15$ of the tenants have less than a complete primary-
education, while 45$ have a complete secondary education or more0 Only 
22$ are not employedj 58$ are in non-manual jobs, mostly clerical or 
quasi-professionalo of married men 73$ had their wives in Nairobio 
The average age of tenant-related individuals is 27 ®8 years, and they 
have lived in 208 areas of Nairobi on the averagee Tenants8 households 
average 4»1 people including children and occupy two rooms on the 
average© Two-thirds have incomes in the shs75(~5,000 range, with 
only 1$ earning less than shs250 a month® Note ishat if the cases 
where income was not known or was x-efused are excluded, the 
proportion of families with incomes in the shs750-5,000 range rises 
to over three-fourths® 

Though I could not perform the analysis because of the 
limitations of the computer® s table - generating px-ogram, I suspect 
that non-Nubian New Kibera owners ana non-servant New Kioera tenants 
are virtually indistinguishable on the sociological characteristics 
listed here© They represent largely the four principal Kenya tribes, 
have at least a full primar education and usually more, and are 
stably employed in non-manual jobs requiring some training, with 
a monthly household income over shs7506 

Table III gives data on rural land ownership of residents 
of Old and New Kibera and their spouses0 In Old Kibera, 59$ either 
own no land or less than one acre; only 11$ own 10 acres or more© 
In New Kibera, 63$ own no rural land; 18$ own 10 acres or moreQ 

Owners of mud and stone houses in Kibera or Nairobi were 
asked if they rented out any rooms, and their monthly income from 
rentso The results are summarised in Table IVc, Those owning 
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ntud houses were 17% of the Kibera adult populations those owning 
stone houses were 6% of the Kibera adult populations, of and house o«abex\. 
26/-, do not rent out an;/ rooms- The other 74$ rent out an average 
of 4s3 rooms apiece from which they receive an average monthly income 
of shsl43c Of the 3tone house owners 33 %> did not rent out any rooms« 
The 52/i who did rented out an average of 3«0 rooms for which they 
received an average monthly payment of shs363o From owners9 question-
naires, we would thus calculate an average room rent of shs33 for 
mud housing and shsl21 for stone housing. 

According to information supplied by tenants in Old Kibera 
(sea Table V), they pay an average rent of shs45 a month for the 
accommodation they occupyo In 93% of the cases, the accommodation 
is a single room or bedspace for the household* Longer residence 
in the dwelling is associated with slightly lower rent; 57% of tenants 
of three years® residence or more pay shs20-39, while 65% of tenants 
with less than three years9 residence pay shs40-59® This finding 
could be due to the fact that people tend to retain lower-rent 
accommodation longer, or that market rents go up over time but the 
increment is not charged to established tenants, or that longer-
established tenants tend to be in older, more dilapidated housing, 
while more recently built housing commands a higher rentals According 
to a rather rough calculation using midpoints of the income categories, 
Old Kibera tenants pay an average of 14% of their household income 
for rent, with 74% paying in the range of 8%> to 20%e As will be shown 
later, 67% of Old Kibera tenants would be willing to pay higher 
rent for better accommodation® 

New Kibera tenants pay an average rent of shs231 a month for 
their average-size accommodation of two rooms• This gives an average 
figure of shsl4Q a room for housing in New Kiberas The relationship 
chu«vn in Table VI between length of residence and rent paid is 
principally due to the fact that many of the Salama houses are both 
older and less expensive, with mo Is© Gxp3nsX76 iiv iuuus beia-r built 
in the last 1-3 years® New Kibera tenants pay an average of 21/2 
of their household income for rent with 79% paying in the range of 

to 31$, oi New Kibera tenants be willing to pay 
higher rent for better accommodation̂  
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To briefly summarise this discussion, we find that owner-
related individuals in Old Kibera are composed largely of two groupss 
Nubians as described above and Kikuyu-Kamba squatters many of whom 
are poor, landless, and came to Kibera before Independence® Owner-
related individuals in New Eiiera are also comprised largely of two 
groups; Nubians similar to those who are owners in Old Kibera and 
non-Nubians who are largely well-educated, stably employed in non-
manual jobs and have smiddle-class " household incomes of over 
shs750 per month® Tenants in Old Kibera are a more varied lot, but 
the majority are Christians of the main Kenya tribes, stably employed 
in manual or low-level non-manual jobs, with incomes in the range of 
shs250-750 per months Tenants in New Kibera are similar to non-
Nubian owners in New Kibera: mostly well-educated, and stably 
employed in non-manual positions with middle-class incomes© 

In reporting their reasons for living in Kibera, 92$ of the 
Nubians say it has always been their homec 75$ of the non-Nubians 
came because Kibera was a place they could find accommodation (rental, 
tenant-purchase, or squatter housing), and of these 31$ mentioned the 
comparative inexpensiveness of Kibera housing® 

HOUSING- PHBPSBBNCBS 

The following information about housing preferences was 
collected from the respondents in the surveys 

a) tenants0 willingness to pay higher rent for better 
accommodation (Table VH); 

b) tenants" preference for renting as opposed to buying 
or building a house in Nairobi (Table VIII)% 

c) Old Kibera residents® desire and ability to move into 
new housing in Kibera (Table IX)j 

d) type of New Kibera housing (i3ea 'Salama? Hill* Hew 
Kibera Village) preferred by each respondent (Table X)% 

e) type of layout (i«e« adjoining rooms versus rooms with 
separate access to the outside) preferred by each respondent 
(Table XI)? 
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£) "type of private open space (iee» courtyard or garden) 
preferred by each respondent (Table XI); 

g) whether the respondent would prefer to be allocated 
a house in New Kibera or a building plot elsewhere 
in Nairobi (Table 211); 

h) whether the respondent would build a three-rooE, stone 
house or a six-room mud house on a hypothetical plot 
in Nairobi if the cost were the same (Table XXXI)$ 

i) whether the respondent would prefer to live close to town, 
paying high rent but being able to walk to work, or 
live far from town, paying low rent but with 
transportation costs every day (Table 2IV)j 

j) which facilities and housing qualities the respondent 
would consider absolutely necessary if moving to new 
accommodation (Table XV)j and 

whether the respondent identifies housing as one of 
the major problems of his life in Kibera (Table XVI )c 

The data on these preferences is shown in Tables VII to XVI c 
The more interesting findings are summarised below© 

Overall, 52% of Kibera tenants would be willing to pay higher 
rent for better accommodation0 The proportion in Old Kibera is 57% 
and in New Kibera 54%o Within Old Kibera and each of the new 
housing estates (with the single exception of those paying shs40-B9 
a month in Salama), the proportion willing to pay higher rent is 
perfectly inversely associated with current rent paid--the lower the 
current rent, the more willing to pay higher rent for better accommodation,;. 
In Old Kibera, &% would be willing to pay higher rent within their 
current rental category, 31% one category higher, and 28% two or more 
categories highero In New Kibera, the analogous proportions are 9%9 
28%, and 15%0 The question did not specify what " better* housing" 
would be, so for some of these individuals it is likely that only 
slightly better housing would not be worth the extra expense, while 
substantially better housing would be0 
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About two-thirds of lower-income tenants and one-half of 
middle-income tenants would be willing to devote a higher 
proportion of their income to housing than they do at present® That 
they do not is probably a reflection of the fact that sufficiently 
"better" housing is not available at the price they would be willing 
to pay® This could be because there is a shortage of housing that 
could, in fact, be provided at an "economic rent" that they would be 
willing to pay0 Long waiting lists for Nairobi City Council flats and 
houses rented at "economic" rates testify to the rationing now going 
on as a result of the shortageo The shortage of housing also drives 
up rents in the private sector and prices them beyond the means of 
many who could afford the " economic rent" for the same aecommodation« 
In other cases, it is likely that housing of the quality desired is 
impossible to build and rent for the amount that the prospective 
tenant is willing to pay0 This is the case for tenants in Old 
Kibera now paying, say shs40 a month who would be willing to pay 
up to shsoO a month for several rooms in a permanent structure 
with water and electricity« Given current land and building costs 
and bylaw requirements in Nairobi, it is virtually impossible to 
provide such accommodation without a subsidy0 

When tenants are asked whether they would prefer to rent 
again or to buy or build their own house when they leave their present 
accommodation, roughly equal percentages choose each alternative0 
We find a perfect association between income group and proportion 
preferring renting to buying ( the higher the income, the larger the 
percentage that would prefer to buy or build)o Less than 20$ of those 
in the lowest income group would prefer to buy or build, while less 
than 20$ of those in the highest income group would prefer to rent 
againc Hural land ownership also seems related to the preference 
expressed since those owning small shambas under ten acres prefer 
to rent in a proportion of 3S2, whereas those owning no rural land 
or ten acres or more prefer to buy or build in a proportion f̂ 4o3<> 
This is probably due to the fact that people who must stay in town 
(because they own no rural land) and people who can afford to stay 
in town (because they are relatively wealthy— land holdings 
being one indication) are more likely to prefer to invest in an 
urban home for themselves than those who have enough rural land 
assets to establish a home there, but often not a high enough income 
to establish an urban home as wello Furthermore, those men with all 
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of their wives living in the rural area prefer renting to buying in a 
proportion of about 3s2, while those with their wives in Nairobi 
prefer buying to renting0 Similarly, those people who prefer to live in 
the rural area prefer renting to buying in a proportion of 3 s 2 9 while 
those who prefer to live in the urban area prefer buying to renting 
in a proportion of 3;2e 

When Old Kibera residents are asked if they would like to move 
into the new housing in Kibera, 14$ say no, 64$ would like to but could 
not afford it on the terms we cited ( a deposit of shs2,000 and monthly 
payments of shs20Q) and 22$ would like to and could afford these terms0 
Among those who would not like to move to New Kibera, Nubians foira 
50$ though they are only 22% of the population a About a quarter of 
Nubians, Luos, lithyae and Kambas would like and could afford to move on 
these terms, along with one-sixth of Kikuyus and "others'1® However, 
in each tribal group except Nubians, two-thirds cannot afford these 
terms, though they would like to live in New Kibera* 

Of the Nubians, 43$ would like to make the move, but could 
not afford these terms® The terms cited would roughly correspond to 
the normal tenant purchase payments on a house costing £1,000 (£1,400), 
paid over 10(20) yearso According to these responses, nearly half 
of the Nubians cannot be resettled in Kibera new housing unless it is 
of lower cost or on better terms than those given abovee 

Of course, with "better terms" even a destitute can afford to 
purchase middle-class housing in Nairobi because of the housing shortage 
which raises private market rents to two or three times the "economic" 
rent of publicly constructed accommodation® 5 By sub-letting all or 
part of the house at the market rent, anyone can easily finance she 
purchase of a house which is being sold to him at che "economic price :,0 
The principal conditions which would inhihx £ ^ poor person from purchasing 
a middle-class house from the National Housing Corporation would be: 
a) if he is not eligible to be allocated the house under the rule 
that requires that his household's present income be more than four times 
the monthly repayments, (b) if he cannot sublet all or part of the house 
because it is forbidden, or because his family needs all of the house for 
its own space requirements and cannot fin' alternate accommodation 

5® I am grateful to B0 Wasow for pointing this out to 
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at a cheaper price than the difference between the economic ana market 
rent on the house, or (c) if he cannot pay the initial deposit on 
the house, either from his own resources or by borrowings By waiving 
the normal procedures on income requirements and allowing installment 
payment of the deposit, the NoH.Co has made it possible for poor 
Nubian families displaced from their demolished homes to occupy 
new houses even when they had no income 0 By allocating them the houses 
the NoH.C= indirectly gave them an income which was adequate to 
maintain their families in middle-income housing<, The term "middle-
class" or " middle-income" thus refers primarily to the income 
group of people who can afford housing of this cost at its private 
market rental, not to those who would be able to afford to buy 
such housingc However, in practice the two groups are often 
identical ( as in the mortgage estate at Kibera) because of income 
criteria applied to decide eligibility for allocation of housesa 
Without special terms, housing estates in the cost bracket of New 
Kibera Village (£1,850-2,470) are out of reach for the large majority 
of Nubianso If the Government is committed to a policy of resettle-
ment in the Kibera area of the Nubians displaced by redevelopment, 
it will have to plan on lower-cost housing and/or on great generosity 
in subsidising acquisition of more expensive housing by those who 
cannot afford the normal termsc By providing enough extra sub-
lettable rooms to each resettled family, the Government can ensure, 
that the family will have enough to pay the te^^t- r>urchase charges» 
Naturally, the capital cost per family of sucia resettlement in middle-
class housing is extravagantly high.* However, without such special 
arrangements or the construction of units under £1,000, almost half 
of the Nubians do not expect to be able to purchase housing in the 
new estates in Kibera« 

Two-thirds of the non-Nubian population also cannot afford 
the hypothetical tenant-purchase terms, and the implication is that 
they will be seeking rental accommodation elsewhere in Nairobi when 
Kibera is redeveloped® Therefore at least 5,000 people who are 
currently paying an average of shs45 a month for rent will be forced 
to find other accommodation in an already tight housing market v/hen 
redevelopment is carried o u t c Only 2 0 % of Old Kibera tenants are 
willing to pay monthly rents above shs90 or could afford to buy a 
£1,400 house, so they are the only ones who would be likely to find 
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accommodation in New Kibera if rentals continue as at present® 
As is shorn in Table H , income level does not influence the 
preference for moving to New Kibera, but it is closely associated 
with the ability to buy a house on the terms we gave® 

When asked which type of New Kibera house they preferred, 
overall 32% of respondents preferred the Hill, 20% New Kibera Village, 
18% Salama, 9% any or another choice, 8% none of them and 14% could 
not say® The Hill houses are most favoured by residents of all 
types of Kibera housing (including those in the other new estates)« 
This preference is especially strongly expressed by Hill residents, 
New Kibera Village residents, Luos, unmarried persons, tenants 
(especially those now occupying fairly spacious accommodations) and 
people in middle-income households (shs750 a month or more)® Except 
among Nubians and the poorest households, Salama is usually 
least favoured© Strong support for New Kibera Village is only 
expressed by its residents (who still slightly favour the Hill), 
though it is generally preferred to Salama, except by Nubians® The 
differences in preference among the three types of houses are not 
strikingly large— each draws the loyalty of one-fifth to one-third 
of the Kibera sample® However, if one excludes the Nubians' preferences 
from consideration, the clearly preferred house-type is the Hill 
(32%), then New Kibera Village (.21%), then Salama, (ll%) « This, I 
would guess, is the rank-order of preference that would be given 
by the Nairobi population as a whole® 

Further corroboration for the preference for houses of 
the type that has been built on the Hill comes from Table XI« 
Respondents were asked whether they preferred a house with an open 
courtyard inside or a gardeL outside® They were also asked whether 
they preferred a house in which all of the rooms have separate doers 
to the outside or a house in which you must walk through one room 
to get to the other rooms® hen responses to these two questions 
are combined, the overall responses are as followss 15% prefer a 
courtyard and separate access (type l), 12% prefer a courtyard 
with connecting rooms (type 2), 14% prefer a garden with separate 
access (type 3), 23% prefer a garden with connecting rooms (type 4), 
37% give other responses® Types 1 and 2 are typical of most of 
Salama and New Kibera Village housing? type 3 is typical of much 
of the rental housing in Old Kibera (though only rarely is the 
semi-private open space a "garden")§type 4 is exemplified by the 
Hill housing® IDS/DP/19S 
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Certain house plans are often thought more suitable 
for some groups than others © Housing with a courtyard is often 
assumed to be more popular with Muslims0 Housing with separate 
access for rooms is more suitable for partial sub-letting than a house 
where rooms connect only in the interior, and thus should be more 
popular with low-income resident owners© In fact, we find that people 
with household incomes over shs750 a month definitely prefer type 
4, as do Christians, tenants, Luos and Kikuyuso Type 1 is most preferred 
by Nubians, Muslims and people with incomes under shs250 a month© 
It is interesting that none of the people in New Kibera Village prefer 
courtyard housing, though they are living in it® Women are comparatively 
more attracted to courtyard housing than men, perhaps because they 
appreciate that children are easier to supervise in a courtyard0 
Overall, rooms with separate access are more popular with Old Kibera 
residents than connecting rooms, undoubtedly because few of them 
can afford more than one room© The same holds for the Nubians, many 
of whom depend on sub-letting rooms for a major portion of their 
incomeo In New Kibera connecting rooms are strongly favoured, again 
probably because more of these households can afford more than one 
room and they appreciate the convenience and privacy of connecting 
rooms© My impression from talking to Kibera residents is that most 
of them strongly prefer detached or semi-detached dwellings to the 
"cluster" housing of New Kibera Village which, they claim, looks 
"crowded"o Perhaps home—owners also prefer to be able to see and 
identify "their " home as distinct from surrounding houses© Perhaps 
after residents of New Kibera Village have been established there 
for some time, a user-reaction study will show whether this new style 
of housing will gain in popularity© 

When asked whether they would prefer to be allocated a 
Kibera house or a building plot in Nairobi, Kibera residents overall 
gave these answers% 50$ prefer a Kibera house, 21$ prefer a building 
plot, 10$ would take either, 13$ would take neither and 6$ do not 
know® In both Old and New Kibera, half would take the Kibera house, 
though the proportion preferring a plot is higher in New Kibera 
(one-quarter) than in Old Kibera (one-fifth)® More Old Kibera 
residents would take neither, while more New Kibera residents would 
take either© Tribal differences are not pronounced, though Nubians 
definitely nave a strong preference for Kibera houses, and luos 
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and luhyas have a stronger than average preference for a building plots 
We find a Kibera bouse :2ost popular with those whose household incomes 
are shs450 a month or more (54% favour it) and least popular with 
people with incomes under shs250 (57%)® A Nairobi plot is most favoured 
by those with high or low incomes (24%) and least favoured by the 
group with incomes between shs450 and shs750 a month(l3%)« One 
surprising finding for those that argue that there is strong demand 
and preference for self-construction in temporary materials among 
certain low income portions of the Nairobi population is that of 
those who would choose to build a larger house in temporary materials 
(see next paragraph), fully 50% would choose a Kibera house over 
a building plot and only 17% would choose a building plot* Of 
those who would prefer to build a smaller house in permanent materials,, 50% 
would choose the Kibera house, while 23% would choose a building plot 
in Nairobic 

Strict building bylaws may force some people to build small 
structures in permanent materials although they would prefer to devote 
their building resources to more space at the cost of quality in 
materials and construction techniques® To elicit preferences for space/ 
building cost tradeoffs, we asked respondents which type of house 
they would prefer to build if they had a building plot in Nairobi and 
the two types of houses cost the same amount; a three-room stone house 
or a six-room mud house® Overall, 72% would build the stone house and 
28% the mud house® Preference for building a mud house is considerably 
more pronounced among owners (57%) than tenants (18%), among those 
with incomes under shs250 amonth (53%) than those with higher incomes 
(4-30%) and among Nubians (63%) than non-Nubians (20%)® The 
proportion preferring to build a mud house decreases as income goes up 
and the proportion preferring to build in stone increases with 
income® For each cell in Table X M c , the mean number of household 
members and mean number of rooms occupied by the household was calculated® 
The results show that people preferring to build in mud have larger 
households in every income category than those who would build in 
stone® Those who prefer mud are also occupying more rooms than their 
income counterparts who prefer stone® The conclusion is that larger 
households in each income group have a greater propensity to choose 
roomier accommodations even at the cost of building quality than those 
with smaller households® Of course, income and tribe are more 
fundamental determinants of whether an individual would be likely 
to prefer to build ( and live in) a mud structure® Many Nubian family 
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homes in Old, Kibera are excellent structures even though they are built 
in temporary materials» Many of their mud houses are plastered and 
painted inside and out, have well-laid cement floors and provide a 
very pleasant and sanitary living environment© Though the City Council 
Grade I bylaws deny the possibility of constructing this type of dwelling, 
it is likely that our respondents know these examples and would be quite 
happy to live in a well-finished "mud" house rather than crowd into a 
smaller "permanent" structure that is more expensive to constructs, 

Another dimension of housing preference is the distance of 
the home from the place of work as a function of the cost of the 
accommodation and of transport© We asked our respondents whether 
they would prefer to live close enough to walk to work but pay high 
rent, or live far from their work, paying low rent but with transport costs 
every day0 One reason for this question was to test the often-heard 
assertion that casual labourers and unemployed job-seekers prefer to 
live in areas such as Hathare Valley which are close to potential jobs 
rather than in, say, Dagoretti or Kariobaogi, which are an expensive 
bus ride or a very long walk from town and the industrial areaa 
Our findings give no support whatever to this assertion© While overall 
cost of accommodation plus transport would be taken into account by 
18$ in choosing the cheapest place, fully 51$ of the respondents in 
our sample who were unemployed, casual labourers, self-employed or 
unskilled workers would choose to live far from town and pay transport 
if the rent were cheaper, while 31$ would choose to live close to towne 
Only 45$ of the employed respondents (semi-skilled jobs or higher) 
would choose to live far, versus 35$ who would live close and 21$ 
who would choose the cheaper alternative© Analysing responses to this 
question as a function of household income, we find that living close is 
only relatively preferred by those with incomes of shs?50 per month or 
more, while those living on shs250-750 a month prefer to live far by 
a ratio of 2 to 1© This implies that there is potentially large demand 
for cheap accommodation in perî urban areas of Nairobi for poorer 
people and that this should be taken into account in planning Nairobi" s 
future development© 

In an attempt to find out which facilities and qualities 
of housing people require f we asked our respondents which of the 
following things they would require in a house to which they were 
moving ( that is, they would not move in unless these things were there} z 
an inside water tap, an inside toilet, a shower, electricity, low rent 
or payments, a good roof, a concrete floor, stone walls« In spite 
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of wording the question in a way designed to elicit m^imum housing 
requirements, many respondents seemed to give us what they would 
prefer rather than the minimum they would require® Thus in Old Kibera 
we find that 48% of the respondents say they would require at least 
three of the four facilities and all three of the housing qualities, 
while only 40% would be content with less than three of each at low 
rent® In New Kibera, 86% require at least three of the facilities and all 
of the housing qualities, while only 6% would be content with less 
than three of each* The fact that we find an inverse relationship in 
Old Kibera between income and the percentage requiring all the com-
ponents of high quality housing implies that this was treated as a 
preference question by many of the low-income people now living in mud 
housing® Thus the data from this question cannot be used to show 
relative demand for different types of facilities and housing qualities, 
though it does show that a large number of people who have currently 
accepted accommodation in temporary quality buildings with few 
facilities aspire to something better® 

We asked each of our respondents to tell us r/hat were the 
biggest problems he had in his life at Kibera® Overall, 56% of Kibera 
adults mentioned a housing problem as one of the three most important 
problems they faced*, Table XVI shows the percentages of respondents 
in various categories who identified housing as a problem® In Old 
Kibera, 67% of tenant-related adults mention housing as a problem® Of 
Old Kibera owners, 49% also mention housing or redevelopment as a 
problem® In New Kibera, 26% of owners and 46% of tenants identify 
housing as a problem® Residents of the Hill, both owners and tenants, 
appear most satisfied with their housing with only 18% mentioning a 
housing complainto 

We further questioned New Kibera residents about the biggest 
problem they had because of living in the new houses: 35% had had no • 
problems, 28% mentioned the small size of the house or bad relations 
between co-residents, 15% mentioned problems in the design or con-
struction of the house, 9% said they had difficulties in paying 
for their accommodation, 8% , problems with the utilities 
and 5% gave other complaints® Among the specific design and 
construction complaints were the following; 
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" The houses aire very small, Hill houses have no thoroughfare for oars, 
materials used are very poor, tiny bathrooms, no privacy in these 
houses©" 
" Houses should have ceilings and should be painted? the outside compound 
should be enlarged©" 
" Use stone instead of sand blocks? ceiling should also be put in these 
houseSo" 
" Stop building houses which are crowded together like Hew Kibera 
Village 
" They should build houses without shared facilities? houses with 
private facilities would be better®" 
" They should build bigger houses with kitchens , bathrooms and toilets 
inside®" 
" Build good houses— four rooms- Use better materials© New Kibera 
Village is just a prison —no ear parks, crowded, price high®" i 
Build better quality houses but also those which are very cheap to 
meet our pay"® 
" Houses should be plastered, better floor, ceiling, hot water system®" 
" Make room for car parks® Put lights outside houses 
" latrine should be Asian type of latrine and not European type like 
the ones we have at present at Kibera area© They are not suitable to 
young children© All sewerages connected with latrine and kitchen 
should be built underground, not like the ones we have which 
are exposed to children (dangerous for epidemc diseases)a A house for 
one man with his family like myself should have the following? 
a) one large sitting room and three bed rooms with a large kitchen? 
b) water reservoir should be put on top of the house to store extra 
water for emergency shortage of water which comes abruptly and it is 
rather common in Nairobi? c) a compound of the building should have 
a car park enclosed within© The back windows of each room should 
be made thief=»proof by adding strong iron bars to support window 
glasses or wire mesh whichever is possible© Floors of the rooms 
should be painted to make the house look smart"® 

Lastly, when asked what changes they would like to see in housing 
policy in Kibera, 45$ of Kibera adults said that lower cost 
houses should be constructed, with 52$ of tenants giving this as one 
of their two answers© The next=mostmentioned suggestion, namely 
the faster construction of new houses, was mentioned by only 14$ of the 
respondents» 
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Many people in Kibera do not seem to realise that better quality 
housing costs more to construct then poorer quality housing© They argue 
that the Government should be building better quality housing which is 
also cheaper to rent or buy3 Agencies like the N®H<,C<, which build 
housing are thus caught on the horns of a public relations dilemma; 
no matter whether they build high quality, expensive housing or low 
quality* inexpensive housing, they are bound to be criticised® 

CURREHT HOUSING POLICY IN LIGHT OF THESE FINDINGS 

Our data shov? that many people of all economic levels aspire 
to good quality permanent housing with a full complement of facilities® 
Many tenants would be willing to pay higher rent if they could get 
better accommodation-. In the meantime, a large percentage express 
dissatisfaction with their current housing arrangements® The difficulty 
in meeting these aspirations comes in the fact that three-quarters 
of the Old Kibera tenant population would not be willing to pay 
rents over shs90 a month, and almost half of the Old Kibera Nubian 
population could not afford to buy a £1,400 house on the usual 
terms even though they would like to live in New Kibera® 

Thus the new housing built in Kibera, especially the Hill and 
New Kibera Village, cannot cater for the needs of much of the 
existing population in Old Kiberac This is not to say that these houses 
are disliked (except by a portion of the Nubian sample) but simply 
that they are out of financial reach for much of the population® Of course, 
they do provide accommodation for middle-income African families, three-
quarters of whom find that their new accommodation is better in some 
way than their previous home® Data on willingness to pay higher rent and 
desire to buy or build an urban house give support to the argument that 
there is a shortage in Nairobi of rental and tenant-purchase housing 
even in relatively high income brackets®, Therefore, the housing being 
built in New Kibera is undoubtedly fulfilling a need,? However̂  Just 
as the policy provides some benefits9 it also has costs, ana it seems 
worthwhile to discuss both the costs and benefits of the current redevelop-
ment effort in Kibera in light of the survey findings® 

So far the redevelopment of Kibera has resulted in a net gain 
in housing in the area® Only about 75 Nubian homes have been demolished 
thus far, even including those on the site of Jamhuri Estate® About 
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600 three to six̂ room units have taken their place©. This Is a result 
of the deliberate policy of the Government to locate the first estates 
where they would cause least disruption of the existing population® 
Though the new estates were strongly opposed by a large part of the 
Nubian population when they were first initiated, this opposition 
seems to be fading© In this respect, one would have to praise the way 
in which gradual redevelopment has convinced many of the Nubians of the 
benefits (or inevitability; of permanent quality buildings and 
public utilitieso Some of the Nubian population has already been 
rehoused in New Kibera; most because their previous houses stood on the 
site of a new estate, but a few because they voluntarily vacated 
houses in Old Kibera- In addition, New Kibera now provides a home for 
about 2,000 other adults with more than 1,000 children, most of whom 
have middle-class incomes, good education, and are stably employed 
in non-manual jobs© Though most of them are renting now, many are 
young with good prospects for promotion and aspire to become Nairobi 
home-owners eventually® 

The housing that has been built in New Kibera is of varying 
design© The Salama houses have proved popular with the Nubians, 
(for whom they were designed) and less popular with others© The Hill 
houses appeal, to a wide section of the population including a large 
majority of Hill residents© New Kibera Village does not attract as 
much support, but this could be because our survey was conducted soon 
after the first houses were finished and few Kibera residents had been 
able to see the houses from the inside as well as the outside© Almost 
half of the Kibera adults think that lower-cost houses than these 
should be constructed in the future© 

On the positive side, the redevelopment of Kibera has and 
will rationalise the layout of the area and make it possible to 
provide expensive infrastructure like sewers, water mains and roads© 
Naturally the Government and the City Council are reluctant to 
provide expensive services such as these to randomly placed temporary 
buildings even if some plot-holders might be willing to pay for 
themo It is much more efficient to demarcate an orderly arrangement 
of plots that can be serviced relatively cheaply and persuade people 
to have their homes there0 Once plots are sold, the costs of desirable 
services such as roads and street lighting can be apportioned among plot-
owners in the normal, fashion, whereas there would be little inducement 
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for the Government or City Council to undertake such works without 
hope of compensation by the users© An area served by a trunk sewer 
can safely accommodate a much larger- population than one served by 
pit latrines, so a greater number of people can be housed at Kibera 
once the redevelopment is completed® However, because of the steep 
slopes of the river valleys, some land which presently holds squatter 
housing cannot be used for moderately-priced permanent housing, so 
the increase in population will probably be only 25-35$, that is, from 
about 15,000 to about 20,000 under current plans© 

While the redevelopment will result in better housing for some people 
Others will undoubtedly be worse off both financially and in terms of 
the quality of their housing© 'The demolition of Old Kibera will displace 
some 12,000 people, only a fraction of whom are likely to be rehoused 
in new estates© Even assuming optimistically that houses were built 
for lander £1,400, that all Nubian families who could afford (and wanted) 
a house got one and that rental rooms were available for as little as 

to pay rent as tenants), then only some 5,150 of these 12,000 could be 
rehoused in Ei bera© If rental rooms were only available for shs9Q 
or more, then the number who could theoretically be accommodated would 
fall to 2,700© This means that, even under unrealistically favourable 
assumptions, some 6,850 to 9,300 people from Kibera would have to 
find other places to live if they wanted to stay in Nairobi© These 
people, of course, are mostly the poorer people now living at Kibera® 
These are the people who are now owners but could not afford to buy 
a new £1,400 house under normal terms and those who could not afford 
shsoO a month for rent© Unless some steps are taken by public authorities, 
these people will find that they must accept poorer quality or more crowded 
accommodation than they have now9 probably at a higher rental, where-
ever they move in Nairobi© This is in addition to the psychological 
costs of breaking up a well-established community, at least among the 
Hubions© Most of these people do not prefer to live in poor quality 
accommodation, but they are forced into it because decent accommodation 
is; less and less available at prices they can paŷ  Public agencies 
mst take some of the blame for this state of affairs in that they have 
not devoted much of their housing finance to providing decent low-cost 
rental and tenant<•»purchase housing in the £500-1,000 range, ?rhich is 
what the stably employed manual and low-level non-manual worker would 
like e Instead, they have mostly built more expensive middle and 

shs60 a month (and non-Nubian owners are assumed to have the same ability 
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upper-class housing, which is more likely tc be provided by the 
private sector anyway® In some cases,, as at Kibera, these building 
programs will entail the destruction of as many low-income housing 
units as construction of higher-income units® This is not necessarily 
to say that Kibera should be reserved exclusively for low-income 
housing, but only that all of the funds invested in these housing 
estates should not leave the city with a bigger housing shortage 
than before* Since it is unlikely that there is a bigger short-
fall of units renting for shs284 a month than for shs45 a month, 
this is precisely the effect of the present policy® 

Thus, I would recommend as a matter of policy that redevelop-
ment not be allowed to diminish the number of low-cost housing unitsg 
particularly those in the critically short range of shs20-59 rental 
a month® Otherwise, it seems clear that a redevelopment policy 
such as the one at Kibera is benefitting the few who can afford 
expensive housing at the expense of the many who cannot afford it and 
will be forced to pay higher rents for the poor quality, relatively 
inexpensive housing that is still available ® Low-income housing 
should not be demolished to make way for middle-income housing witho"+ 
an attempt to rebuild low-income housing, at least to the prevxuus ievexo 

In the case of the Kibera redevelopment, there are at least 
three options available if this recommendation is to be implemented;, 
Firstj the demolition of low-cost units in Old Kibera could be compensated 
by building low-cost housing areas(houses of £500-1,000) among the 
New Kibera estates® These could be houses constructed by the N«H„C» 
or serviced plots where the owners would be required to build to a 
good standard, consistent with the goal of low cost® If the cost were 
low, houses built by the lioBLCo would probably serve the need better in 
Kiberaf as we have seen in the survey that the people who would 
prefer a building plot to a Kibera house tend to be the wealthier and 
poorer members of the communityThe poorer ones might have trouolfe" 
organising and financing construction to a standard consistent with the 
bylaws, while the wealthier ones would probably not be content with a 
plot surrounded by buildings of lower quality than their own® 
Secondly, the ®eH»C„ could solicit the cooperation of the Nairobi 
City Council and ask them to make up this shortfall of low-income 
housing for 6,000-9̂ 000 peoplec Thirdly, the N0H®Co could ask the 
Government for another parcel of land in Nairobi on which they could 
build lower-cost housing for at least 6,000-9*000 people, or the NoHoC® 
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could loan money to the Nairobi City Council with the stipulation that 
it be used to build low-cost housing© If technical knowledge about 
low-cost building is a constraint, perhaps some housing funds should 
be used for research on techniques aiui materials for low-cost housing 
construction© If the real constraint is preoccupation with high 
quality buildings as symbols of the success of development in 
independent Kenya, one can only say that it is unfortunate that the 
self-image of the bureaucracy should take precedence over the goal 
of improving living conditions for the common man who would like clean, 
private accommodation in Nairobi for a modest price© 

It can plausibly be argued that some form of redevelopment of 
Kibera is perfectly justified in terms of economic rationality and 
town-planning principles© For some years, the Nubian landlords 
have been en.j eying windfall income from the rental value of the land 
they occupy, without having to pay rates or even land rent on "their" 
plots s. It seems inevitable that eventually the Government would ask 
for the land to be put to higher value or more intensive use, and 
thus deprive the Nubians of this windfall.© legally speaking, the 
Nubians are not being deprived of a birthright but of the gift 
of free accommodation and rental income which they have enjoyed for 
about fifty years© However, fifty years of de facto ownership is bound 
to instill some sense of belonging, and so the Nubians deserve some 
sympathy when they claim they are being treated unfairlyo As redevelop-
ment proceeds in the future, more Nubian families will be displaced& 
Among them will be a higher proportion of poorer people who cannot 
afford new housing over £1,000 unless- they are given huge subsidies* 
Many of them fear utter destitution and homelessness if no provision 
is made for them since they have no tribal reserve and their relatives 
in New Kibera are likely to be crowded already in their new accommodations 
because of the necessity of renting several rooms to meet the purchase 
payments® For these poor people in particular, some provision should 
be made, and they should be informed in advance so that they can 
organise what resources they have for the eventual relocation© Three 
types of solutions are possible© First, provision c an be made in the 
plans for Kibera for an area of very low-cost housing and or serviced 
plots on which low-cost houses could be built as described above 
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This would have the advantage of preserving Kibera as a community 
for the Nubians, who have no other reserve, and of perpetuating 
the tradition by which the welfare of the poorer Nubians is looked 
after by their wealthier relatives and Nubian neighbours® If the 
poor Nubians were resettled away from the day-to-day charity of 
their fellow-tribesmen, many of them would be utterly destitute® 
My guess is that these very poor Nubians, most of whom are elderly 
or disabled people or divorced women, constitute no more than 10% 
of the Nubian population® If the National Housing Corporation ?rere 
prepared to commit itself to a low-cost housing solution for them in 
Kibera, it is possible that funds might be forthcoming from wealthy 
individuals, the tribal associations or the Kibera Muslim community 
to enable them to pay for the acccommodation® Secondly, very low-cost 
housing or serviced plots could be provided for then: elsewhere in 
Nairobi® Because of the disruption of the charity network 
this seems a less preferable solution® Thirdly., they might be allocated 
some rural land, preferably in the Nairobi peri-urban area, and 
resettled in a way similar to what is envisioned for the poor 
non-Nubian squatters® If only the very poor Nubians were resettled in 
this way, it would probably be 'unsuccessful as most are unable to 
farm well due to disabilities or age® However, if this option were 
presented to all Kibera Nubians, a certain percentage of the better-off 
Nubians would probably prefer rural land to a Kibera house, and they 
could provide the nucleus of a settlement that could feed and support 
the destitute Nubians® These three alternatives are not mutually 
exclusive, and some combination that gives individuals a real choice 
among options would probably create greater satisfaction as well-
as easing the task of evacuation and demolition of Old Kibera® 

Two last suggestions which follow from the survey findings 
are that the house design which is significantly more preferred Is 
the detached single-family house, though separate access to some 
rooms from th.p outside is desirable in cases where it is likely 
that partial subletting will occur® Secondly, there is a demand 
for rental rather than tenant-purchase housing among large sections of 
the stably employed manual and low-level non-manual working class® 
This could be provided at "economic rents" under shs90 a room a month 
directly by public authorities or perhaps, almost as cheaply, on the 
private market if enough tenant-purchase housing of low cost, suitable 
for sub-letting is built© 
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